
TO MAKE LOOPS:
1. Push the Handle upward as far as possible to the Open Position.
2. Take the Wire and put it through the Bead, then insert the Wire to the right side of the Center Pin.
3. Push the Wire through the recessed blade #1 to the right side of blade #2, till the Bead hits against the edge 
of the top plate.
4. Holding the Bead with the Wire in your right hand against the top plate, bring the Handle Down to Complete 
the Loop with your left hand (for the Hand Looping machine) or click the Foot Pedal (for the ElectraLoop 
machine).
5. Holding the Bead with your right hand, push the Handle back to the Open Position to release the Bead (for 
the Hand Looping machine) or release the Foot Pedal (for the ElectraLoop machine).
PLEASE NOTE: Using other than .029 wire might not produce satisfactory results.

Looping Instructions
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1. Find the slotted center pin that you received with your machine. Each machine ships with 2 pins, I solid pin 
for regular looping and I slotted pin for loop to loop operation.
2. Take out the solid center pin by loosening the set screw with the small allen wrench provided. With a pair of 
pliers, remove the pin and replace it with the slotted center pin. Make sure to twist the slotted pin so that the 
pin’s slot is in line with the top plate slot. See illustration above.
3. Place a completed loop in the slot of the slotted pin and down into the top plate slot in an upright position. 
The hole of the loop should be facing you. Place another pin (wire), with the bead already attached, through the 
completed loop that is already in the pin’s slot. See illustration above.
4. While holding the pin and bead against the front of the plate, bring the handle forward (for hand looping ma-
chines) or press on the control pedal (for Electra-Loop machines) to complete the loop. See illustration above.
5. Bring the handle backward (for hand looping machines) or release the control pedal (for Electra-Loop ma-
chines) to retrieve the completed loop.
6. Repeat steps 3 - 5 again to make a continuously linked chain of beads.

PLEASE NOTE: These instructions are for the hand looping, pneumatic and Electra-Loop machines.

To Make a Loop Inside Another Loop
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ELECTRA-LOOPTM

General Safety Information
WARNING: Read and understand this information before using

1. Do not operate machine with a damaged cord or if the machine has been dropped or damaged - until it has 
been examined by a qualified serviceman.

2. Position the cord so that it will not be tripped over, pulled, or in contact with hot surfaces.

3. If an extension cord is necessary, a cord with a current rating at least equal to that of the machine should be 
used. Cords rated for less amperage than the machine may overheat.

4. Always unplug machine from electrical outlet before cleaning, servicing, or when not in use. Never yank cord 
to pull plug from outlet. Grasp plug and pull to disconnect.

5. To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not immerse this machine in water or other liquids.

6. To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not disassemble this machine, but contact either a qualified service 
technician or the manufacturer when service or repair work is required. Incorrect reassembly can cause electric 
shock when the machine is used.

7. The use of an accessory attachment not recommended by the manufacturer may cause a risk of fire, electric 
shock, or injury to persons.

8. Connect this machine to a grounded outlet. Only plug machine into a 110-120 volt A/C 60 Hz power outlet.

9. Disconnect this unit from its power source before replacing the fuse. Replace with a 1.6 Amp fuse.
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